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About This Content

Extra Episode: Little Miss
Natalia dreams that her favorite teddy bear, Lottie, has gone missing. Startled, she awakens face-to-face with another version of

herself. Unsure if it is still a dream, together they go in search of Lottie. This is the story of Natalia's mysterious adventure.

*This extra episode provides a different gameplay experience than the main campaign. Natalia's original costume is included.
*Episode One required to play.
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resident evil revelations 2 extra episode little miss. resident evil revelations 2 extra episode little miss dlc. rer2 extra episode
little miss

I really like playing this game. I can play with AI or multiplayer online. The rules are not complex and no time pressure. Once I
won against AI, I wanted to play more. I am addicted to this game. Highly recommend it.. Would this be one of my top three
Nancy Drew games? No. But do I recommend it? Yes. The location is quite nice as the Lodge feels cozy and it is fun doing
snow related tasks.

The only things one may not like is the compulsory maid duties like making meals.

The puzzles are varied, the guests are interesting and overall this is a solid Nancy Drew game.. Cool "old school" FPS,all with
slow & fast PCs will enjoy!!!. Charming and relaxing!. Dear developers, your game is unique, but few people play it. Can you
add that inboood good to play was even more pleasant?
. rip of of Red Orchestra. A very well rounded adventure roleplaying game for VR. Probably one of the best atm and possibly
unique. If you have a headset I highly recommend checking out the demo. The full game is quite similar.. Nice 4X style game,
in space. Good value for money.. EDIT: (I have played it more and found out what to do. The game has a matching game inside
of it as a filler(what is that♥♥♥♥♥♥ This game is complete ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. Completely not worth the buy. I cant say enough:
***DO NOT BUY THIS***)

I WISH I COULD REFUND BUT I PLAYED IT FOR TOO DAMN LONG

EDIT 2: I did get my refund and it was well worth it. If I could I would refund it again.

I played this game for a bit now and I have tried to beat it but I cant seem to find any way to the second power panel. The game
looks well made except for the voice acting. The voice acting could have been better.

Also as I have stated before, It seems impossible to do BECAUSE the map gives hardly any indication to doorways or how to
actually get into a certain area. I have been looking for a card or any way to advance in the game but it seems impossible to find
a small blue card with no indication before you search it up or spend hours observing the ground.

Also the jumpscares aren't even scary after the first 5. This game will also probably be polluted by "hardcore fans" who will
defend this♥♥♥♥♥♥hole because its like "Five nights at freddy's".. A complete improvement from its predecesor.

You must burp and fart your way through Anywhere City doing missions for 3 gangs per district. But every time you do this
another gang will be angry at you and attack you on sight until you "balance" the situation.

Once you get enough money you can progress to the next district... OR you can do all the missions, fight the leaders of the 3
gangs and see how everything goes to♥♥♥♥♥♥at the end before you leave.

Look out for Elvis.
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Went in blind. I wasn't sure what to expect. The overall concept is great, but I can't quite recommend it yet considering a large
enough player base in oceania is lacking. In general the game is lacking many things but hopefully things like alternative play
areas to maintain re-playability are eventually added in future updates.. Works perfectly. I am become mathematician, the
destroyer of mathematical problems.. This is not a game, more like a Unity reskin of the google dino run game, instead of
jumping over cacti you are jumping from the floor to the ceiling until you hit a wall.

No point to play
No achievements
No cards

Why even bother buying this? Ugh. Brilliant story. Highly recommend this. Actually mindblowing. Felt like a child from
antichamber and portal in a sense. Really fun and gets more and more puzzling. Only thing i was dissapointed about was that
there isnt more to the game. It seems like a ton of fun and was dissapointed when i was almost at the end. Still really fun 4
hours; probably gonna go play it again to get the other ending.
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